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Chairman’s Message
To many, 2020 will be the Year of The COVID-19 Pandemic.
On December 27, 2020, I celebrated my 41st Anniversary
as an Ideal Group entrepreneur and owner. It was a time
of reflection as well as looking forward. Looking back,
we have reason to be proud that the Ideal people took
the unprecedented pandemic protocols seriously at work
and at home. In this challenging environment, Ideal
Contracting teams safely navigated many major projects
to timely completion.
This issue of Connecting with Contracting showcases
2020 cornerstone construction accomplishment. We look
ahead to a robust 2021 with updates on New Project Wins.
We are proud of the Ideal Contracting culture focused
on safety/wellness, customer experience and community outreach. We begin 2021 with
strong seasoned leadership, talented committed people and subcontractors sharing a
common set of core values.
Check out the Employee Spotlight shining on Philip Vaglica, Chris Gucwa and Nate
Clare and the 2020 Anniversaries. We celebrate their personal and professional growth
as exemplary team members. In March 2021, we will celebrate Ideal Contracting’s 23rd
Anniversary. From the first days of Ideal Contracting, wise mentors and strong team
members watched over us; we listened and learned from each other; we created teams
built on trust and our core values. Every year, we built on the year before, advancing
year after year. We congratulate and thank this month’s honorees for continuing the Ideal
legacy.
As we enter the year 2021, I feel now that we have HOPE with the vaccines. At home,
we are hopeful that our children will be able to return to school and be able visit and hug
their grandparents. My HOPE is based on the expectation that Ideal Contracting teams
will continue to plan on working in an environment focused on keeping everyone safe
and well. We will do this while delivering our customer-focused construction projects.
We will begin all 2021 activities with strong Safety/Wellness (COVID 19) protocols in place.
Together, we will STAY AHEAD AND BE THE BEST!

Frank Venegas, Jr.
Chairman & CEO
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P R O J E C T CO U G A R

Ideal Contracting is nearing completion on its largest
self-perform steel project to date. This project
includes the erection of 20,000 tons of structural and
miscellaneous steel for a 5-level distribution facility.
Project Cougar is the third distribution facility Ideal
Contracting has completed. The success of this
project, thus far, is due to the early engagement with
the client on sequencing and schedule. Completing
the schedule early on allowed Ideal to control costs
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and manpower. At peak manpower, there were 135
ironworkers and operators on site. The 3,600,000
SF facility was constructed with (3) 999 cranes to
assemble the core and shell, and (2) 30-ton cranes in
the building’s interior to complete level 2 through 5.
The team faced construction delays due to adverse
weather. To keep the project on schedule, they
resequenced the core & shell, mezzanines, and
added a 30-ton crane. The revised plan improved the

CLIENT
COOPER STEEL
LOCATION
PONTIAC, MI
SERVICES
SELF-PERFORM STRUCTURAL/
MISCELLANEOUS STEEL ERECTION

schedule by three weeks. The resequencing plan
included erecting the bar joists from the top level
down to the second level. This allowed the decking
to be laid sooner, further increasing productivity.
This project is scheduled to be completed at the end
of January with a projected 150,000 man-hours.

SIZE
3,600,000 SF
STATS
20,000 TONS OF STRUCTURAL/
MISCELLANEOUS STEEL
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OWNER

GENERAL MOTORS

LOCATION
MILFORD, MI

SERVICES

GENERAL CONTRACTING,
SELF-PERFORM
CIVIL + CONCRETE

STATS

13,300 CY OF SPOILS REMOVED
315 CY OF CONCRETE PLACED

GM MPG STEAM LINE
General Motors awarded Ideal Contracting the Milford Proving Grounds Steam Line project, which
commenced in April and completed in August.
Due to age, the existing line which feeds two building on the campus was replaced. The Milford team
worked with GM to develop the routing and design of the new pipe. The new route allows for better access
to the steam and condensate line should a problem arise in the future. Through value engineering, the team
was able to reduce the line by 200 LF saving GM $418,000.
Ideal Contracting self-performed all excavation activities for the installation of the 1,500 LF of steam and
condensate line. The team hauled 440 CY of broken asphalt and 240 CY of broken concrete off-site as well
as relocated 13,300 CY of spoils to an on-site area. The project logged a total of 5,210 man-hours with zero
safety incidents.
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OWNER
GENERAL MOTORS

LOCATION
WARREN, MI

SERVICES

GENERAL CONTRACTING, SELF-PERFORM CIVIL +
CONCRETE

DONATING TO THE CAUSE

EMERGENCY WATER MAIN REPAIR
On the night of April 17th, GM had a water line
break that flooded the entrance to the Warren
Transmission plant. This was especially significant as
GM workers were producing masks, face shields, and
other protective equipment crucial to the frontlines
of the pandemic crisis. The problem threatened
the plant’s vital operations, with fears it could take
several days or possibly a week to repair.
Ideal Contracting’s team mobilized that night and
worked non-stop through the weekend – more than
20 hours in total. The team made the repairs quickly,
and Ideal Contracting donated its labor to this effort.
Gerald Johnson, Executive VP of Global
Manufacturing, recognized the team’s outstanding
job, which enabled General Motors to continue the
important work during a critical time.

“Please extend our thanks to everyone

on the Ideal Contracting team for your
partnership and for stepping up when
we needed you most!

”

Gerald Johnson
Executive Vice President, GM Global Manufacturing
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BLUE WATER GAS STOR AGE
CLIENT
BURNS & MCDONNELL
LOCATION
TOWNSHIP OF RAY, MI
SERVICES
SELF-PERFORM CIVIL
STATS
3,000 CY OF
EARTH EXCAVATED
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The Bluewater Gas Storage project includes a new compressor
designed to increase Bluewater’s operating pressure.
Ideal Contracting is self-performing the excavation and concrete
work for this project. The scope includes earthwork, fencing,
laydown areas, concrete foundations, landscaping and soil
erosion control measures. Approximately 3,000 CY of earth will
be excavated and 1,000 CY of concrete placed for the foundations,
25,000 CY of fill material will be imported to construct on site
building pads and berms, and 3,500 LF will be excavated and
backfilled for underground electrical.
The project commenced in August of 2020 and will be completed
in June of 2021.

3D rendering
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UNITED SHORE
PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY
OWNER
UNITED SHORE
CLIENT
ALAN GROUP
LOCATION
PONTIAC, MI
ARCHITECT
AEI
SERVICES
SELF-PERFORM
STRUCTURAL STEEL ERECTION
SIZE
900 LF
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A new pedestrian walkway crosses South
Boulevard in Pontiac, Michigan, connecting
United Shore’s headquarters building to its
recently acquired 900,000 SF building. The new
elevated walkway allows for safer pathways
and more efficient movement for employees
throughout the campus.
Ideal Contracting self-performed the steel
erection for the 900’ long bridge, which consists
of 450 tons of structural and miscellaneous steel.
There was a limited window in which the team
could close South Boulevard, a main street in
Pontiac, to erect the box trusees. The south
box truss was the first section to be erected.
This section grew by 20’ from the original
drawings, which required some modification
to the logistics and sequencing plans. The
south box truss was delivered in (6) shop
assembled sections ranging from 55’-61’ long,
4’-16’ tall, and each weighing up to 23,400 lbs.
The additional weight required the team to
assemble the bridge further from the road and
transport it using a Goldhofer. It was critical for
the team to avoid the powerlines and light poles
during the setup of the laydown space and 275T
cranes used to tandem pick the assembled box
truss onto the Goldhofer.
The north truss was delivered in (4) sections,
which were each about 55’-61’ long. Our sister
company, Ideal Steel, fabricated and delivered
a goal post rack system, using timber mats, that
enabled the team to set up elevations, assemble
the trusses on site, check their level, and safely
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secure them against the elements. A 900-ton crane, the largest available in the state of Michigan, was used
to erect both the south and north trusses into final position.
Like many at the start of the pandemic, a shortage of labor made having a consistent workforce challenging.
Through proper planning, the team was able to use manpower to accomplish and achieve all the schedules
efficiently.
With multiple trades working on site, space was at a premium. Ideal Contracting Superintendent, Tony
Poma, worked with the general contractor, The Alan Group, to ensure that enough space was provided to
pre-assemble the box trusses, receive and store material, and exit the Goldhofer onto South Boulevard.
Poma and Spencer Young, Project Manager, worked with McNally Nimmergood and Erickson to ensure there
was sufficient space for assembly of the cranes, for the lifts to get the equipment in and out, and ensure that
the crane radius did not impede on any power lines or light poles.
Proper Planning, the Key to Safety
The experience of Sr. Project Manager, Tim Kelly was utilized to assist with significant elements on the
sequence and operation of the project. Tony Poma was also engaged in providing expertise in these
discussions early on. Through these discussions, a plan was developed for the team to complete both lifts
safely.
Ruby + Associates was contracted to provide an erection plan as well as McNally to provide a 3-D lift plan
to gain approval from the City to proceed with the project. Coordination with the general contractor
was critical to completing the project safely and on schedule. Ideal walked the project early with the
Alan Group team to convey needs and general logistics. Controlling the logistics and working with the
general contractor enabled us to move trucks in and out of the laydown space efficiently. Having Cives, the
fabricator, provide lifting lugs on the columns and holes in the columns for temporary handrail cut down
on man-hours in the field. Despite losing an entire day due to the issuing of permits, the project stayed on
schedule. Proper planning and constant engagement with the team were vital in making this happen.
The project logged a total of 6,000 man-hours with zero safety incidents.
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2020

ANNIVERSARIES
Ideal Contracting would like to recognize and thank the following
individuals for their dedication and years of service to the Ideal family.

Paul Blanchett

Dan Budnik

Terry Medley

Dennis Kane

Derek Woloszyk

Stephen Webster

Jasmine Hernandez

Andrene Wieczorek

Lauren DeVerna

22 Years

10 Years

5 Years
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15 Years

10 Years

5 Years

10 Years

10 Years

5 Years

Matt Suokas

Steve Shulaw

Erin Wolf

Linda Rhodes

Robin Redden

Daniel Garland

Eduardo Hernandez

Michael Dettloff

Adam deHagen

10 Years

10 Years

5 Years

10 Years

5 Years

5 Years

10 Years

5 Years

5 Year

TALENT

NOT PICTURED

Paul Wendt
5 Years

Sharon MacIntyre

Cultivate, leverage,
and inspire personal
growth to advance
the mission of the
company.

5 Years
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RECOGNIZING

OUR PEOPLE

Philip Vaglica
Estimator/Project Engineer
Philip Vaglica joined Ideal
Contracting as an estimator
in February of 2016 while
completing his bachelor’s in
construction management at
Wayne State University and
quickly became an asset to the
preconstruction team.
Construction was not the career
Philip initially pursued. His
passion for teaching and love of
history initially led him to a career
in education. While completing
courses at Macomb Community
College, he found a job with
a land surveying company.
This led him to an interest in
construction, and he researched
16

more about the industry’s career
opportunities. From there,
Philip found the Construction
Management program at Wayne
State University. After speaking
with the professors in the
program, he quickly realized the
passion they had for the industry
and what a fulfilling career it had
been for them.
His desire to continue growing
and learning led him to take
on the role of project engineer
and work alongside Senior
Project Manager, Erin Wolf, at
the GM Design Center in Warren,
Michigan. Near completion of that
project, Philip was asked to join
the team for two projects that
were to run concurrently in San
Antonio, Texas, for one of Ideal’s
automotive clients. Vaglica did
not hesitate to say yes as he knew
it was another step in the right
direction.
The project consisted of a 9,000
SF addition to the facility and
replacement of three cooling
towers to the engineering

building for the client’s Tier II
supplier.
The team led by Project
Manager, Jason Dyer, mobilized
to San Antonio in February,
right before the start of the
pandemic. During this time, they
completed preconstruction work
and commenced construction
activities in March. Early
procurement led to the success
of staying on scheduling and
completing the project on time
with zero recordables.

everyone goes home safely – every day when he is
on site.

“Chris is never the one to say he can’t get
it done. He consistently does what it takes
to get the job done.”
Kevin Kinney, Corporate Superintendent

Chris Gucwa
Carpenter Superintendent
Raised in a family that worked in construction,
Chris Gucwa’s interest in the industry began early
on. His 26 years of experience in the industry has
taken him from carpenter to general foreman to
his current role as a project superintendent. Chris’s
career with Ideal Contracting began three years
ago. His strong work ethic was apparent from the
very beginning. Chris is always willing to pick up his
tools to work alongside his team whenever needed
to get the job done.
Chris brings a robust skill set to the Ideal
Contracting team with his experience working with
concrete, masonry, interiors, and underground
work. He has managed work in many different
settings, including automotive plants, steel mills,
oil refineries, and offices. Chris recently worked on
the DTE River Rouge and Warren Service Center
projects installing concrete pads for air handling
units. His ability to lead his team to complete
a project safely and on schedule successfully
has made him an asset to the Ideal family. Chris
understands the importance of teamwork and how
much more can be accomplished as a team instead
of a group divided.
Safety is the most important of Ideal Contracting’s
core value to Chris. He demonstrates that valuelive, lead, and empower each other to ensure

DTE Energy Marquee Sign Installation
Chris Gucwa was the Superintendent for the DTE
Energy Marquee Installation in Detroit.

SAFETY
Live, lead, and empower each other to
ensure everyone goes home safely.
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INTEGRITY
Our actions will be guided by
transparency, honesty and the principle
to always do the right thing.
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When asked which of our core values means the
most to him Nate said, “Integrity. Ideal is very
upfront; they allow employees in my position to
make our own decisions and treat it like it is our
own business. Leadership makes a point of letting
you know that your opinion and your decisions are
important to the process.”
The people of Ideal Contracting continue to be our
biggest asset. Nate has lead by example, showing
that teamwork is the foundation of a successful
project, and recognizes that without his team –
ironworkers, project managers, project engineers,
safety – he would not be successful in completing
his job.

Nate Clare
Ironworker Superintendent
Nate Clare had a goal of becoming an ironworker
since he was young. Being a third-generation
ironworker with Local 25, he grew up in the
industry. Nate joined the Ideal Contracting team as
a Superintendent just over a year ago, bringing 17
years of industry experience.
This year, Nate demonstrated leadership and
teamwork when faced with challenges due to the
pandemic. During a two-week shutdown, the crew
at Challenge Manufacturing experienced a shortage
of manpower, like many projects. Nate assisted in
reassembling a new team in order to get the project
completed on schedule while keeping his team
feeling safe and comfortable with coming to work
every day.
Ideal Contracting is near completion on our largest
steel project to date, a 3,600,000 SF distribution
facility consisting of 18,000 tons of steel. This project
was unique in that the infill steel was completed
from the top down instead of the ground up. Nate
led the infill raising gangs that erected the bar joist
from the 5th floor down to ground level, allowing
the decking to be laid sooner and to increase
productivity.

Photo Credit: University of Michigan School of Kinesiology

Nate has worked on projects small and large
throughout the United States in his 17 years as an
ironworker. His most memorable project with Ideal
Contracting has been the renovation and addition
to the historic University of Michigan Kraus building.
Ideal erected 817 tons of structural steel for the 62,000
square-foot addition.
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2020

AWA R D S

Ideal Contracting is proud to be recognized for various awards throughout the industry. This achievement
could not be possible without our the dedication of our employees.
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GM SUPPLIER OF THE YEAR
Ideal Contracting was named a GM Supplier of the Year by General Motors during a virtual ceremony honoring the
recipients of the company’s 28th annual Supplier of the Year awards on Wednesday, June 24, 2020.
During the event, GM recognized 116 of its best suppliers from 15 countries that have consistently exceeded GM’s
expectations, created outstanding value or introduced innovations to the company. The awards ceremony was
originally scheduled as a live-event to be held in March but was postponed due to the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic. The recognition is for supplier performance in the 2019 calendar year.

“Our suppliers play a key role in delivering the products, services and experiences our customers deserve –
and these award-winning suppliers went above and beyond our expectations.”
Shilpan Amin, GM vice president, Global Purchasing and Supply Chain
“We also believe it’s important at this point in time to thank our entire supply base for their efforts the last few months
to mitigate the impacts of COVID-19,” added Amin. “Not only have we been able to safely restart our manufacturing
operations, our suppliers played a key role in assisting our initiatives to increase the supply of ventilators and personal
protection equipment (PPE) for frontline health care workers to help save lives and keep communities safe.”
The Supplier of the Year award winners were chosen by a global team of GM purchasing, engineering, quality,
manufacturing and logistics executives. Winners were selected based on performance criteria in Product
Purchasing, Global Purchasing and Manufacturing Services, Customer Care and Aftersales, and Logistics.

“We are honored that General Motors recognized Ideal Contracting with its 10th Supplier of the
Year Award. We believe that quality construction projects begin and end with what General
Motors needs and expects.”
Frank Venegas, Jr., Chairman and CEO
Venegas went on to say, “On behalf of the Ideal Group and the Venegas Family, I congratulate the
whole Ideal Contracting team, our trades, and subcontractors for doing what you do, but most
important striving to be better. Together, you have established a solid work culture based on
Quality Teamwork and the sharing of best practices. Working with the General Motors teams, you
raise the bar higher after every job on health and safety; exceeding customer expectations and
delivering quality construction projects. Congratulations on earning this prestigious award!”
In addition, Frank acknowledged the GM Supplier Diversity Program found in 1967. “In
many ways this award is a tribute to the General Motors Supplier Diversity Program. In
the early days of Ideal Contracting, General Motors Supplier Diversity assigned GM
directors and senior professionals to be mentors and ambassadors to guide Ideal
Contracting in what it takes to be a GM Supplier in good standing. They taught
us so much; the learning continues today. And now, through Ideal Contracting’s
Supplier Diversity program, we are paying it forward by mentoring new
emerging subcontractors and suppliers. We thank our many General Motors
Mentors and Ambassadors.”
“We are grateful to General Motors for its leadership in the
manufacturing and distribution of much needed medical supplies
and equipment during the COVID-19 Pandemic,” says Venegas.
“GM put to good use its manufacturing expertise and engaged
its supplier base in and provided much needed hope at the
time most needed. This is just another reason to be a
General Motors supplier!”
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NEW PROJECT WINS
PROJECT HERCULES
Location: Warren, MI
Scope: This project consists of the demolition of an
existing dyno and installation of new switch gear and
high torque dynamometer and associated utilities.
DTE ENERGY SIBLEY QUARRY
Location: Trenton, MI
Scope: This project consists of installing a chimney
drain dewatering system located at the bottom of the
quarry pit and a conveyor system located on the east
side of the quarry pit to deliver materials to the
quarry floor.
AEB JOINT TRAINING CENTER
Location: Warren, MI
Scope: This project is a renovation of the third floor
of the existing AEB building. The scope includes
the addition of training rooms, updating of existing
conference rooms for training rooms, updating of
Town Commons area, installation of new HVAC, new
workstations, and the renovation of two existing
conference rooms into private offices.
GM MPS 0392 SPRING HILL IMPROVEMENTS
Client: Walbridge
Location: Spring Hill, TN
Scope: This project includes the erection of
approximately 2,415 tons of structural and
miscellaneous steel for a 3 bay addition, body shop,
body shop trestle, and administration building.
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Ideal Contracting recently completed
the SoMA Parking Deck in Detroit,
Michigan. Ideal Contracting was
responsible for the fabrication and
installation of all miscellaneous steel
for the 213,100 SF parking deck.
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OUR CORE VALUES
SAFETY
Live, lead, and empower each other to ensure everyone goes home safely.

INTEGRITY
Our actions will be guided by transparency, honesty and the principle to always do the right thing.

TALENT
Cultivate, leverage, and inspire personal growth to advance the mission of the company.

SUSTAINABILITY
Contribute to the advancement of neighborhoods we operate in, by developing safe communities
and a strong educational structure.

2525 Clark St. Detroit, MI 48209 | 313.843.8000
www.idealcontracting.com

